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                    Abstract
The dose-response of an individual organism can be described by a step functions if the organism survives when the dose is below a certain lethal level and dies when this level is exceeded. If, in a population of organism, the lethal dose for an individual has a unimodal distribution, the latter's properties will determine the shape of the population's response in the following manner. If the distribution is symmetric the dose-response curve has a symmetric sigmoid shape when plotted on linear coordinates. The location of the inflection point and the curve's slope around it are determined by the distribution's mode and variance. When the distribution is skewed, the dose-response curve has an asymmetric sigmoid shape which becomes reminiscent of an exponential decay when the distribution is strongly skewed to the right. The population's dose-response curve can be constructed by integration of the step changes over the distribution range. The step function representing the dose-response of an individual organism can be approximate by a Fermi function, and the distribution of an lethal doses can be represented by the Weibull distribution function. When the two functions are combined, the resulting dose-response of the populationS(X)), which is the fraction of survivors after exposure to a doseX, is given by:S(X)=∫
                10
                
              [1/{+exp{(X-X
                        
                  c
                (φ))/a
                        
                  i
                ]}]dω whereX
                        
                  c
                (ω)={(1/b)[-ln(1-ω)]}(1/n),n andb being the constants of the Weibull distribution anda
                        
                  i
                 an arbitrarily small number, i.e.a
                        
                  i
                ≪[X−X
                        
                  c
                (ϕ)], whose actual magnitude is of little significance. This model can be used to determine the underlying distributions of experimental dose-response relationship. It was applied to published survival data of microorganisms exposed to pulsed electric field, X-ray radiation and ozone to show that the different observed shapes of the dose-response curve, and shifts between them, can be expressed in terms of the correponding distribution parameters, namely the mode, variance and skewness.
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